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PEDIATRIC AIDS COALITION
2021-2022 General Committee Application

WHAT IS THE PEDIATRIC AIDS COALITION?
The Pediatric AIDS Coalition began as Dance Marathon in 2002. With thousands of participants, live
music, and appearances by celebrities and activists alike, Dance Marathon has raised nearly $6 million in
its nineteen year history in support of HIV-affected children around the world. Ten years ago, the single
event Dance Marathon transitioned into a yearlong organization known as the Pediatric AIDS Coalition
(PAC), which is now the largest student-run philanthropic organization on the West Coast. Our mission is
to encourage unified support in the constant fight against pediatric AIDS through community education
and action. PAC has expanded to include direct service projects and promotional events that seek to
spread awareness and knowledge of the HIV epidemic within our community and to support the group’s
beneficiaries: the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation, the UCLA AIDS Institute, and the Laurel
Foundation. Such programs include World AIDS Day, Life Skills Retreat, and a Family Mentorship
Program. To see us in action, please visit our social media pages:

Instagram: @pac_ucla
Twitter: @pac_ucla
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pacucla

TIME COMMITMENT & DEDICATION
Being a member of the Pediatric AIDS Coalition is a yearlong effort that requires a great deal of time,
energy, and dedication from its committee members. In addition to being part of the General Committee
(GenComm), you will be a member of one of 16 sub-committees. Prior to applying, it is important to
understand that being a member of PAC demands a continued investment in the organization for the
entire 2021-2022 school year. Committee members are responsible for the planning, promotion, and
execution of multiple large-scale events each quarter, including Dance Marathon in the Spring. We expect
PAC committee members to consider the organization a very high priority and to readily assume the
responsibilities expected of them. All that being said, PAC is a very rewarding and educational experience
that positively impacts its members and inspires growth and compassion; as is often said within the
organization, the more work you put into PAC, the more you get out of PAC. After joining PAC, this
committee will soon become one of your closest groups of friends here at UCLA and beyond!

https://www.facebook.com/pacucla
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GENERAL COMMITTEE INFORMATION

GENERAL COMMITTEE EXPECTATIONS
● Attend all weekly meetings (Wednesday nights, 7-9pm PST beginning 10/13)
● Attend weekly sub-committee meetings (Roughly 1 hour, time and day determined by director)
● Fulfill sub-committee responsibilities assigned to you in a timely manner
● Attend one hour-long flyering shift (or a virtual equivalent) per week (time and day assigned each

quarter)
● Participate in all large-scale educational and fundraising events and outreach efforts throughout

the year

MEMBERSHIP FEE | FUNDRAISING REQUIREMENT
A single membership payment of $25 will be collected at the first General Committee meeting. This cost
covers your committee shirt, registration fees for the donation website, and our virtual Fall retreat. We are
willing and able to develop alternate payment plans to accommodate members with extenuating
circumstances. With this in mind, we encourage you to apply to PAC even if you are concerned about the
financial commitment.

Additionally, every committee member must fundraise a minimum of $500 prior to Dance Marathon.
While a requirement, we are committed to ensuring this does not pose as a barrier to any prospective
member; PAC provides ample resources, outreach tactics, and additional support to help members reach
their goals. We will not allow an absence of the privilege of being able to fundraise easily due to
familial/generational wealth obstruct anyone’s ability to be successful in this organization. If you are
especially concerned about this requirement, please email pac.president.ucla@gmail.com.

IMPORTANT DATES
Application Deadline Wednesday, October 6th, 5pm PST
Interviews Thursday, October 7th - Sunday, October 10th
Decisions Released Sunday, October 10th
First General Committee Meeting Wednesday, October 13th, 7-9pm PST
Fall Retreat Saturday, November 6th
Dance Marathon Date TBD

Applications are due by 5pm PST on October 7th.
Only a digital copy is required. Please send a pdf of your application to pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
with the following format: lastname_firstname_PAC_application (so, for example:
Bruin_Joe_PAC_application). In the 24 hours following your online submission, you will receive an
email confirmation. If you do not receive this confirmation, please email pac.president.ucla@gmail.com.

If you have any questions, please email Sam Joslyn (he/him/his) at pac.president.ucla@gmail.com.

Thank you again for your interest in applying for PAC 2021-2022 General Committee!

mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
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INFORMATION REGARDING COVID-19
The Pediatric AIDS Coalition is committed to upholding the health and safety of its members amidst the
COVID-19  pandemic. As a campus organization, PAC will function in accordance with UCLA’s official
guidelines for student activities. In addition, we will take all necessary steps to meet the standards
established by recognized public health entities. We acknowledge that this is an extremely difficult time,
and we are dedicated to providing continued support to our members throughout the school year.

We hope to be as accommodating as possible of every member’s unique circumstances during these
unprecedented times. If you wish to express any present concerns about joining PAC, please do so at the
end of your application.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL PAC MEMBERS
In accordance with UCLA guidelines and recommendations, all members of PAC are required to:

● Be vaccinated for COVID-19-- if this requirement poses any difficulty for you, please email
pac.president.ucla@gmail.com.

● Complete daily symptom monitoring surveys prior to engaging in any in-person activities on
campus.

● Be tested for COVID-19 once per week (this is strongly recommended by UCLA for vaccinated
individuals).

It is also highly recommended that members receive a COVID-19 test once a week. As an organization
committed to the betterment of global health, and with the knowledge that the spread of COVID-19
disproportionately affects groups of people also disproportionately affected by HIV and undermines the
global effort to eradicate AIDS, these requirements should be acceptable to all applicants.

COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES WITHIN PAC
Reducing the risk of COVID-19 for our members is of utmost importance. As we reenter in-person
activities we will likely face challenges surrounding COVID-19; your input on how to address them is
highly valuable. We want to ensure that every member of PAC will have their feelings and perspectives
on COVID-19 heard and respected; this will be an ongoing conversation throughout the year. In addition,
GenComm meetings will be available virtually in case a member tests positive or comes into close contact
with someone who tests positive for COVID-19.

mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
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PEDIATRIC AIDS COALITION
2021-2022 General Committee Application

Thank you for your interest in applying to the Pediatric AIDS Coalition!
Please direct any questions to Sam Joslyn [pac.president.ucla@gmail.com]

Name: Pronouns:
E-mail Address: Phone Number:
Year in School: Major:
Birthday: Shirt Size:

Rank your top 4 choices for committees below (1 being your top choice). Be sure to read through the
descriptions of all committees, as changes have been made from previous years.

1. __________________________

2. __________________________

3. __________________________

4. __________________________

❐ Check this box to indicate your interest in being a member of Cause Council.

(For an explanation of Cause Council, see pages 6 and 10)

Answer the following questions within 3 single-spaced pages:

1. Elaborate on how your personal qualities and/or experiences will contribute to your success as a
member of PAC.

2. What time commitments do you have for the 2021-2022 academic year? How do you anticipate
these affecting your commitment to the Pediatric AIDS Coalition?

3. What experiences do you have working with pediatric HIV/AIDS and/or any other causes that
demonstrate a commitment to social activism? If you do not have experience in this realm, why
are you inclined to get involved?

4. Talk about something that is meaningful and/or important to you and why.
5. Given our current existence within a semi-virtual environment, personal outreach will be more

important than ever in engaging with the UCLA student body and the broader LA community.
How will you go about promoting PAC to friends and strangers within a virtual space? What
ideas do you have for fundraising in a virtual space? Please list and elaborate on a couple of
tactics that you might employ.

6. Express yourself in any way you feel uniquely describes YOU. Be creative and have fun!  This
component may be submitted separately from the rest of the application. It will not count towards
the three page maximum.

*Please note that some committees require certain qualifications and/or supplementary components.

mailto:pac.president.ucla@gmail.com
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CHANGES TO COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

CAUSE COUNCIL
Director: Lexi Daetz
She/her/hers | pac.cause.ucla@gmail.com
This year, our goal in Cause is to incorporate liaisons from virtually each committee, to infuse our cause
into everything we do. If you are interested in being a part of Cause Council, please indicate this in your
application, along with preferences with other committees listed below. Learn more about Cause in the
marketing section of the application!

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Director: Henry Krasner
He/him/his | pac.university.ucla@gmail.com
This year, the University Relations committee is combining the University Relations and Student
Relations committees from previous years. The new University Relations committee will now be
outreaching to all parts of the UCLA campus community, including student organizations, academic
departments, student resource centers and more with the collective goal of sharing PAC and our cause to
our campus.

mailto:pac.cause.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.operations.ucla@gmail.com
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COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS
LOGISTICS COMMITTEES

Executive Director: Shreya Bharadwaj | She/her/hers | pac.logistics.ucla@gmail.com

CATERING
Director: Natalie Smale
She/her/hers | pac.catering.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Catering’s main responsibility is to secure nutrition for dancers during Dance Marathon
(5+ meals for 1,000 persons), along with product donations for PAC’s various other awareness and
fundraising events, such as an alumni reception. The Catering committee will work with the Executive
Board to create and email the Catering Packet to companies and actively research ways to lower the costs
associated with all areas of PAC. Dance Marathon can get long and exhausting, so acquiring nutritious
and energizing food donations will be crucial to maintaining dancer morale during the event! During the
year, the Catering committee will work to foster relationships with local Westwood restaurants as well as
many other food sources throughout LA to provide meals for Dance Marathon and future PAC-related
events. This will be a chance to explore the vast food variety LA has to offer and get a chance to create an
exciting, delicious, and balanced menu for the dancers. At the event itself, the Catering committee will
oversee and manage all mealtime logistics. Members of Catering will work closely with those on other
committees, especially those within logistics.
Qualifications: Members of the Catering committee should have strong communication skills, as much of
the work will be speaking directly to business owners, both in person and over the phone. Any
interest/prior experience in event planning will be useful in organizing the meals and carrying out tasks
the day of DM.

CORPORATE RELATIONS
Director: Maddie Boyd
She/her/hers | pac.corporate.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Corporate Relations committee works to acquire corporate sponsorships, monetary
donations, and in-kind contributions for PAC and various PAC events, including Dance Marathon, Silent
Auction, and Dancer Gift Boxes. At Dance Marathon, Corporate Relations manages Corpo Corner, a
portion of Pauley Pavilion where sponsors and vendors have booths and activities to give dancers a break
from dancing. Members of this committee will be expected to help develop close relationships with local
and national businesses and donors, distribute the Corporate Packet to potential sponsors, and actively
research ways to lower the operating costs associated with all aspects of PAC. The Corporate Relations
committee will work closely with many committees, especially with the other committees under the
branch of Logistics.
Qualifications: Members of the Corporate Relations Committee should have strong communication,
collaboration, organizational, and planning skills. Members should also be detail oriented, persuasive,
and perseverant.

FINANCE
Director: Zoe Steffensen
She/her/hers | pac.finance.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Finance committee will be responsible for overseeing all financial matters for PAC.
This committee compiles PAC’s annual budget, applies for UCLA funding by writing grants, and
manages all of PAC’s financial and fundraising accounts. Members of this committee are responsible for

mailto:pac.logistics.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.catering.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.corporate.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.finance.ucla@gmail.com
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writing grants, exploring and developing outside funding support, and maintaining an effective
relationship with Student Government Accounting. Finance will work closely with all other PAC
committees, especially those under the umbrella of logistics.
Qualifications: Finance committee members should have a sense of business and budgeting, be strong
writers, and have great organizational skills. Experience in grant writing, grant giving organizations, or
working with Student Government Accounting is a plus, but not required.

OPERATIONS
Director: Paige Harakuni
she/her/hers | pac.operations.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Operations is in charge of a majority of the logistics before, during, and after Dance
Marathon. This includes, but is not limited to: building the master schedule and job rotation, facilitating
set-up and clean up before and after the event, and establishing and maintaining professional working
relationships with a variety of on-campus entities. In addition, Operations is responsible for making all
PAC-related room and space reservations, organizing volunteer recruitment/registration, and reserving
parking for special guests during the event. Operations will work closely with the Executive Team and
facility managers to develop the event layout and operations in addition to collaborating with the
Entertainment committee to secure any necessary equipment for performances and guest speakers. With
the onset of a new virtual reality, members of the Operations committee should be prepared to present
creative online solutions in lieu of in-person events, as well as have the means and skills to execute these
ideas. As unexpected circumstances may arise during Dance Marathon and other events, members of the
Operations committee must be able to maintain a professional and proactive attitude in fast paced
environments.
Qualifications: Operations committee members should have strong organizational skills, attention to
detail, be creative problem solvers, and feel comfortable enforcing rules and policies to their peers.

FUNDRAISING
Director: Paige Johnson
she/her/hers | pac.fundraising.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Fundraising by dancers and PAC members is an integral part of a successful Dance
Marathon. The Fundraising committee will be responsible for consolidating all fundraising efforts.
Responsibilities include working closely with Dancer Relations to help dancers meet and exceed their
$260 fundraising goals, helping PAC members reach their individual $500 fundraising goals, and
coordinating with the other Outreach committees to plan and execute large-scale fundraising efforts at
various times throughout the year. The Fundraising committee is expected to brainstorm and implement
new and innovative methods of fundraising, such as apparel sales, canning days,Color Team events, etc.
to ensure all dancers can surpass the necessary fundraising requirements.
Qualifications: Fundraising committee members should be creative and innovative, have strong
organizational skills, and a passion for the cause. Previous organizational fundraising experience is a
plus, but definitely not required!

mailto:pac.operations.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.fundraising.ucla@gmail.com
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MARKETING COMMITTEES

Executive Director: Frieda Anastopulos | She/her/hers | pac.marketing.ucla@gmail.com

DESIGN
Director: Alyssa Bautista
she/her/hers | pac.design.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Design committee creates and develops PAC’s overall visual appeal and aesthetic
for the year. Design is responsible for illustrating all of PAC and Dance Marathon graphic and marketing
materials, including, but not limited to, outreach flyers, the PAC website, Dancer Survival Guide,
Corporate Packet, Media Kit, event T-shirts, social media promotions, and all physical and digital designs
and interior programming. Design works with the other Marketing committees to help ensure a cohesive
publicity effort that tastefully highlights the DM 2021 theme, while uplifting the voices and stories of our
beneficiaries!
Qualifications: Applicants must either be proficient in web design (a big plus!), able to use graphic
design software (ie. Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Procreate, etc.), or a visual
artist with proven drawing and media skills. They aren’t afraid of collaboration and can place intent
behind every color, shape, and text they render.
Supplement: Please bring a portfolio or samples of your work to your interview or, before your
interview, email Matthew a link of your portfolio or website(s) that you have designed or edited.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Co-Directors: Tilly Friedlander (News Media Director) & Kimberly Uzzo (Political Advocacy Director)
She/her/hers and She/her/hers | pac.pr.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Public Relations (PR) Committee engages with audiences on and off campus
through political advocacy and a multi-platform social media strategy.
PR’s Political Advocacy Director takes an active role in organizing and instituting PAC’s response to
current news and policies regarding our cause. This can include lobbying local and national politicians,
campus political engagement campaigns, and acting as liaisons between PAC (and the UCLA community
as a whole) and policymakers. PR also works with the Community Relations (CREL) Director to locate
local organizations and volunteer opportunities to maintain GenCom’s ongoing engagement with HIV
advocacy in our community.
PR’s News Media Director secures media coverage of all PAC events by drafting and submitting press
releases, contacting political and community officials, and communicating with beneficiaries, committee
members, and celebrity guests. PR’s News Media members act as PAC spokespeople for all outgoing
media, interviews, and information while also contributing written pieces to our publishing mediums.
Additionally, these responsibilities include updating PAC’s general committee, as well as past dancers,
about news related to HIV/AIDS and PR updates throughout the year.
Qualifications: Applicants should have strong communication skills or show a willingness to learn.
Experience in media or in political spheres is a plus, but is not required!
Supplement: Attach a writing sample to your application. This writing sample does not have to be long
but should be a sufficient example of your writing skills. This sample may be a previously published work,
cover letter, or a short academic paper. It is not necessary to create a new piece of work solely for this
application; a previously written sample is satisfactory. If you prefer, you may also email the co-directors
before your interview with the requested sample.

mailto:pac.marketing.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.design.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.pr.ucla@gmail.com
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PUBLICITY
Director: Kelsey Dempsey
She/her/hers | pac.publicity.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Publicity Committee will coordinate all publicity efforts, with a heavy emphasis on
social media campaigns and campus marketing. We will be in charge of running PAC’s social media
accounts (Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat) flyering, events in Bruin Plaza, and creating
other innovative publicity stunts. The committee will also be publicizing any PAC-related initiatives or
events in order to create further awareness of PAC/Dance Marathon on campus and in the Los Angeles
community. Publicity will work closely with other Marketing committees to execute a year-long
marketing strategy that stresses education, involvement, and empathy.
Qualifications: Proficiency in the use of TikTok, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, and Facebook is preferred.
Event planning, marketing experience, or a creative background are pluses.
Supplement: Please bring to your interview a list of potential PAC/Cause-related publicity stunts to
execute on social media/online platforms, on campus, and/or in the LA community. Please also provide a
list of potential social media ideas (i.e. TikTok, Instagram, Twitter) for PAC’s accounts.

CAUSE COUNCIL
Director: Lexi Daetz
She/her/hers | pac.cause.ucla@gmail.com

**If selected, you would both be a general committee member and a member of Cause Council.**
Responsibilities: The Cause Council collaborates with members of virtually all PAC committees to
infuse our cause in everything we do. We bolster our cause and philanthropy in the UCLA and greater LA
community through marketing and awareness campaigns, interactive and educational presentations, and
cause-oriented social events. Cause motivates and guides our membership (and all Dancers) to be
educated advocates. At Dance Marathon, we are responsible for ensuring our dancers leave the event
inspired to make further change, through the management of Cause Corner, the organization of Vigil, and
the creation of cause-oriented media. At its core, Cause is a collaborative, fluid committee that’s
overarching goal is to ensure that PAC never loses sight of what we fight for: the eradication of stigma
against people living with HIV, and the creation of an AIDS-free generation.
Qualifications:
All applicants should be comfortable speaking publicly, demonstrate a willingness to learn and engage
others, and have strong communication and organization skills. Familiarity with our cause is
recommended, but not absolutely required.

mailto:pac.publicity.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.cause.ucla@gmail.com
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OUTREACH & ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEES

Executive Director: Samira Morin | She/her/hers | pac.outreach.ucla@gmail.com

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Director: Megan McCallister
She/her/hers | pac.community.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Community Relations is a committee dedicated to establishing new connections at
UCLA and in the Los Angeles area. This year, C-Rel will broadly focus on developing new and uphold
existing relationships with organizations in the larger Los Angeles area, building avenues to spread
awareness of our cause and to bring engagement opportunities to students on campus. The committee will
create relationships with local schools to provide cause-related educational workshops to younger
members of the community. In addition, we will establish connections with local HIV/AIDS organizations
encouraging participation in Dance Marathon and coordinating volunteer opportunities for PAC members.
Finally, C-Rel will organize the Community Morale shift, a three hour period of Dance Marathon where
schools, nonprofits and general members of the community will be invited to experience DM and
presentations given by the committee.
Qualifications: All applicants must be comfortable with public speaking or show a willingness to learn.
Outreach experience, i.e. event planning, professional correspondence, logistical planning, is encouraged
but not required!

DANCER RELATIONS
Director: Julia Fry
She/her/hers | pac.drel.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Dancer Relations committee members lead dancers as a dancer captain by organizing
and interfacing with dancers/teams. Captains act as dancers' liaison to all Dance Marathon and PAC
information via emails, info meetings, and face-to-face contact. Captains are responsible for dancer
retention, putting on awareness-raising activities, and organizing fundraisers to ensure that each dancer
meets their fundraising goal. Dancer captains will coordinate their outreach with other members of PAC
to promote effective and targeted messaging. Members on the Dancer Relations committee must be
personable, dedicated, and willing to devote a large time commitment to personal outreach throughout the
year engaging with their dancers, as well as the logistics and planning that accompanies this effort.
Furthermore, captains will be encouraged to attend specific Mentorship days, put on by the Family
Relations Committee, to build bonds with their teams’ Dance Marathon ambassadors prior to the event.
During Dance Marathon, Dancer Captains will be engaged with their dancers and ambassadors from start
to finish, guiding their teams through all of the scheduled meals and activities, and ensuring their dancers’
well-being. Dancer relations will work closely with the other outreach committees and General
Committee members to ensure a comprehensive support team is accessible for all participants.
Qualifications: Previous Dance Marathon (virtual or live) dancer or committee experience is required.

FAMILY RELATIONS
Director: Asha Khanna
she/her/hers | pac.family.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Family Relations acts as the liaison between PAC and the kids we serve through The
Laurel Foundation. Our committee is responsible for programming direct service opportunities throughout
the school year for PAC members to mentor local children who are infected or affected by HIV/AIDS.
Family Relations organizes three large-scale mentorship events and weekly tutoring sessions throughout
the year, ensuring that committee members develop close ties with the kids. We seek to develop lasting
relationships with affected kids and their families by cultivating a safe and accepting community here in

mailto:pac.outreach.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.community.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.drel.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.grel.ucla@gmail.com
https://www.laurel-foundation.org
https://www.laurel-foundation.org
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PAC. Some of the kids are selected as ambassadors, and during Dance Marathon, we facilitate games and
activities to foster meaningful interactions between ambassadors and dancers at the event. Furthermore,
we plan an annual Life Skills Retreat for high school-aged campers at The Laurel Foundation. This is a
weekend-long event that is catered to providing a space for young adults to grow and learn new skills (not
typically learned in the classroom) that will help them in many aspects of their lives.
Qualifications: Applicants that have experience working with kids of any ages are encouraged to apply.
Applicants should be prepared for a large time commitment, must be present in Westwood/Los Angeles for
the 2021-2022 school year to participate in in-person events, and must be available May 27 - 29, 2022 for
Life Skills Retreat.

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Director: Henry Krasner
He/him/his | pac.university.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: This committee acts as the connection between PAC and the UCLA community to
spread the word about PAC and our cause. University Relations is responsible for maintaining and
furthering PAC’s relationships with organizations, athletics, UCLA alumni, faculty and staff, and student
resource offices. Our committee will work to engage with the diverse life at UCLA to maintain and
further connections as well as expand PAC’s outreach to populations not represented at Dance Marathon
in the past. We will be organizing events to not only register UCLA students for Dance Marathon but also
to share our cause with the campus community and inspire others to join the fight against HIV and AIDS.
Additionally, University Relations aims to forge mutually-beneficial relationships that will improve
PAC’s engagement and advocacy efforts in our campus community. Some of the groups that we will be
reaching out to include: athletic teams, administrators, Greek Life, LGBTQ+ groups, social/cultural
organizations, the disabled community, campus connection resources, and more!
Qualifications: All applicants must be comfortable with public speaking or show a willingness to learn.
Outreach experience, i.e. event planning, logistical planning, is encouraged but not required. A passion
for diversity and inclusion of underrepresented communities is also strongly encouraged!

mailto:pac.operations.ucla@gmail.com
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PRODUCTION COMMITTEES

Executive Director: Evan Pickell | He/him/his | pac.production.ucla@gmail.com

ENTERTAINMENT
Director: Lauren Salley
She/her/hers | pac.ent.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Entertainment committee recruits all performers for DM and special events
including virtual and outdoor fundraiser concerts. The committee holds auditions for bands, student
groups, DJs and other entertainers, and works with top music labels and managers to book non-UCLA
artists. Throughout the year, Entertainment will work closely with Morale, D-Rel, and Operations to
produce an overall event timeline and schedule for DM. At Dance Marathon, Entertainment is in charge
of sound checks, stage-management, Outer Concourse activities, and working with Pauley Pavilion
audio/visual staff and Operations to ensure access to necessary equipment.
Qualifications: Relevant entertainment experience (i.e. stage management, performance, event planning,
production, etc) and knowledge of the music industry is preferred, but not required.

MEDIA
Director: Arezoo Kalan
She/her/hers | pac.media.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: The Media committee creates and develops all media for DM, including, but not limited
to, opening and closing event videos, morale videos, cause videos, videos for pre-DM events, outreach
videos for dancer registration, and public and corporate relations promotional videos.  Media aims to
transform PAC’s media effort into one that inspires, engages, and encourages viewers to take action.
Qualifications: Highly recommended to have experience with one or more of the following: Using a
video camera, Video/Sound editing, Animations, Script writing/reviewing.
Supplement: Applicants for Media who have video experience are encouraged to attach an example of
their work with their application.

MORALER RELATIONS & INTERNAL
Director: Kendall White
She/her/hers | pac.mri.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: Moraler Relations & Internal, abbreviated by MRI, is not only PAC's social event
planning committee, but more importantly seeks to unify PAC's general committee members through
PAC’s purpose of making every member feel welcomed, included, and comfortable and further
momentum to support PAC’s cause to fight for those affected by pediatric HIV/AIDS. MRI's primary
responsibilities typically include planning all internal events including Fall Retreat, the Annual MLK
Road Trip, bonding events throughout the year, activities at the start of every meeting, and our Spring
Banquet. This year in particular, the MRI committee will be responsible for making some of these events
more accessible to those using only a virtual platform. MRI is also responsible for attracting Moralers
leading up to Dance Marathon through creative digital engagement strategies as well as serving as a
source of information, organization, and encouragement to Moralers at Dance Marathon itself.
Qualifications: Applicants must have high levels of enthusiasm, consideration for others, creativity,
positivity, as well as dedication to raising morale for all PAC members and everyone participating in
Dance Marathon. Experience with event planning and outreach is preferred but not necessary.

mailto:pac.production.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.ent.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.media.ucla@gmail.com
mailto:pac.mri.ucla@gmail.com
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MORALE
Director: Royce Fong
he/him/his | pac.morale.ucla@gmail.com
Responsibilities: As the official hosts of Dance Marathon, Morale’s primary responsibility is to emcee
the event while sustaining high levels of enthusiasm and energy. Morale also choreographs and teaches
the Morale dance for DM, as well as decides on the theme shifts for DM. Leading up to DM, Morale is
responsible for pitching, developing, and producing creative content for the organization; this includes -
but is not limited to - promotional videos for DM, DM theme shift transition videos, committee music
videos, and cause education videos. Morale committee members are the most enthusiastic, visible, and
passionate members of PAC. Morale members are witty, aren’t afraid to be loud, and are willing to put
themselves out there for the cause.
Qualifications: Applicants for Morale must be comfortable with acting, public speaking, hyping people
up, and performing in front of people. Screenwriting and dance comfortability/experience is a plus. Above
all, applicants should have positive, supportive, and fun energy.
Supplement: Applicants for Morale must submit an creative/artistic supplement (original comedic
sketch, song parody, vlog, a story, comedic content, memes, etc) with their application, and be prepared to
pitch it/perform it during their interview. Take the assignment seriously, or not at all.

mailto:pac.morale.ucla@gmail.com

